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The old punks were the hardcore gangsters of the underworld. They were more dangerous than the cops because they have no
rules. Their only law is the killing. They have no scruples, no morals. Their all-black jackets are sometimes even blood-stained.

Were it not for the fact that sometimes they got injured in the fight, they would kill others anytime, anywhere, without any
hesitation. Perhaps they are not a gang anymore, but those are the days of the Heavy Bullets. Storyline: A super-gangster-looking

guy, Mr. Grey is the leader of Heavy Bullets. They are the most powerful gang in town, often interfering in the case of ordinary
citizens. They are hired by powerful organizations for big money. Their experience is amazing. You can talk to the gang members
and see their advices about your case. Gameplay: There is a lot of power in a Heavy Bullets gang. You can decide the location and

the level of the action. You also can decide if you want to use the perks of your gang members. They can take items for
themselves when they shoot, and they can also hide the goods, but if they are captured, they are taken to jail where their time will
be prolonged. In order to beat those guys, you will have to learn their strengths and weaknesses. Heavy Bullets 2: Heavy Bullets 2
is a fantastic beat 'em up game that gives an interesting new twist to this whole gangster action genre. It focuses on the gameplay

and the story, and offers a great collection of characters and strong visuals. Heavy Bullets 2 is really a lot of fun. If you like to
shoot and kill, try it out! If you like breaking bad guys into pieces, try this amazing game! This hit game is worth a look. In Heavy

Bullets 2: If you like shoot 'em ups, love to kill, don't like frustrating games, and above all, if you like shooting people, this game is
for you. Features: - 3-in-1 gameplay with an RPG and adventure mode - Various Weapons (guns, spear, sniper etc.) - Unlockable

Gangs - Multiple worlds - Intense and beautiful action - Impressive storyline - Multiple Cutscenes - Classic characters from the first
Heavy Bullets - More to Come Available from Amazon ***End of Summer Sale (Limited time offer) Lost Girl Season 3 (DVD)
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